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It's an all-star celebration of the most popular super team of 2014! With the entire galaxy gunning for

the Guardians and Star-Lord missing, it's time to bring in a little help. But as the Guardians of the

Galaxy get ready for new members Venom and Captain Marvel, unexpected dangers arise that

promise to tear the team to its core! But where in the universe is Star-Lord? What does his

disappearance mean for the safety of Earth? And can he survive on the run from a mysterious new

adversary, alone without the aid of the Guardians?! Plus, two special stories by former Guardians

writers Dan Abnett and Andy Lanning!COLLECTING: Free Comic Book Day 2014 (Guardians Of

The Galaxy) 1, Guardians of the Galaxy 14-17, Amazing Spider-Man 654 (B story), Captain Marvel

(2012) 1
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In answer I would give this series one start, but that would just be emotional response to a terribly

upsetting series.The Guardians have been my favorite team do our a very long time. From the way

they were formed to the way they went out fighting Thanos in the Cancerverse. Dan Abnett Andy

Lanning wrote and created the PERFECT guardians team! There was actually a linear story with

twists and turns. You could tell that they cared about the story. Back then the Guardians tied in with

Nova, the inhumans, and plenty of other stories to climax at the Thanos Imperative. Solid.Now, we

have Brian Mich Bendis, an amazing and accomplished writed of many series, including Age of



Ultron,parts of the Marvel Civil War, and All New X-Men. Im a big fan of the majority of what Bendis

writes, but for some reason he just doesnt put the same effort into writing the Guardians Of The

Galaxy. It seems like every issue is a setup for a new story. The "new" Guardians have 0 emotional

value and very little reason to keep reading.That being said, I keep following the series in hopes that

it will actjally become a series worth reading. I'm tired of Copout endings and dead end "Story lines".

It's like they turned the Guardians into a big fart joke. So all that being said, if you want to have a

quick fun read you don't want to think, than pick up an issue of this Series. Dont worry about the

issue before it, therrs no real story, just the same jokes and recycled crap.

This was pretty disappointing overall. The title says it all: The Guardians of the Galaxy are split up

and have to find their way back together. It seems like Bendis decided each member of the team

had to be sent as a prisoner to a separate alien race, regardless of whether it made sense or not,

while Star-Lord had a chat with his father.Plus, at the end of the collection, they throw in some extra

stuff that doesn't really add to the main story at all. And the art is nowhere near as good as it was in

the earlier volumes of this title.This was my first story with Agent Venom, which I did enjoy, and

Bendis is still really good at writing dialogue. It's entertaining at best, but not essential reading at all.

This is where the Guardians take a little turn when they add some new members, and it's a little

weird. But the core group is still hilarious and the art and story-telling is still spot-on. I really didn't

need Venom, but I understand Marvel wanting to change things up to keep it fresh. I bought the

Kindle version, and it looks great and moves well from panel-to-panel.

Title: Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 3: Guardians Disassembled (HC)Publisher: MarvelWriter: Brian

Michael BendisArtists: VariousCollects: Free Comic Book Day 2014 Guardians of the Galaxy #1,

Guardians of the Galaxy #14-17, Captain Marvel #1, Amazing Spider-Man #654Price: $24.99Wow.

What a disappointment. I was really expecting better than this from Bendis (and company). While

the artwork on this book was good, the story was incredibly dull. The story was about as shallow as

they come  providing no character growth and doing nothing to advance the overall story. If I

was 10 years old, I probably would have thought the book was pretty good  as it had great

art and a lot of action. Maybe that was the point? With the GotG movie recently released in theaters

(at the time that the issues comprising this book was released), maybe Disney was pushing Marvel

editorial for a very kid-friendly and easily-accessible book? Who knows? For me, this was one of the

dullest books from Marvel I have read in a long, long time.Aside from the going-nowhere story in this



book, several origin stories are also included in this book. The one for Groot is particularly bad. By

bad, I mean REALLY, REALLY stupid. Absolutely wretched. Really. Certainly one of the worst origin

stories I have ever read. Very disappointing. Ugh.My reviews are usually much longer and detailed

than this one, but this book has little to go one about. Avoid it like the plague unless you are

shopping for a child.Writing: 4/10Artwork: 7/10Cool Factor: 2/10Value: 4/10Overall: 4.25/10

Not bad. Bendis can be hit or miss-- but this book is fun. It has niffy art and we all love the

Guardians of Galaxy. I feel like the book suffers from adding nothing really amazing to the series.

The only thing of substance that's added is it's new characters. Other than that-- it's a plain old good

Guardians book. Nothing special-- but not bad. I think I will continue reading the series if I have

time.
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